Ceco Door Stainless Steel doors are beautiful and functional — and ideal for clean room environments, and other commercial, institutional, and high-design environments.

Select A Beautiful High-Style Finish

- Brushed Satin
- Fine Satin
- Mill
- XL Blend
- Mirror

Select A Durable Door, Safe and Secure

- Available with 18-gauge through 14-gauge face skins.
- Stanford polystyrene core with visible lock seam edge.
- Optional steel stiffened and honeycomb cores.
- A variety of frames from welded corners to custom frame profiles.
- The most commonly used stainless alloy (No. 304) or an even more durable one for corrosive environments (No. 316).

Contact your Ceco Door representative today!

Where Form Meets Function
And Where Sleekness in Design Meets Clean Room Functionality
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